Michigan Department of Natural Resources (MI DNR) proposed a project to reactivate 15% of Michigan’s female, resident lapsed anglers from the counties of Macomb, Oakland and Wayne (some of the most densely-populated counties in the state). Using emails and postcards, MI DNR wished to evaluate what communication method or combination of methods had the highest effect on reactivating lapsed women anglers.

**OVERVIEW**

- Sent emails and/or mailed postcards to communicate messages regarding purchasing a 2017 Michigan Fishing License
- Four groups were developed comprised of female, resident lapsed anglers from the counties of Macomb, Oakland and Wayne:
  - A. Control group (received NO communication)
  - B. Email-only group (received only emails)
  - C. Postcard-only group (received only postcards)
  - D. Email AND postcard group (received both emails and postcards)
- All emails sent featured a special tracking link so the DNR could track direct license purchases made upon receiving the email and clicking on the “Buy a License Online” link.
- Upon completion of the campaign, magnets were sent to select lapsed female anglers as another general license buying reminder

**METHODOLOGY**

- Sending both mail and email communications would hopefully encourage women to buy their license, which would result in additional revenue for the DNR.
- Since the angler returned back to license purchasing, it will be easier to retain them than it was to reactivate them.
- Encouraging women to participate will hopefully lead to them enjoying fishing on their own or by bringing others. Additionally moms are key to the planning of a family fishing adventure which makes this target audience even more desirable.
- With more women purchasing a license, MI’s churn rate would decreased.

**BENEFITS**

- Email sent in June 2017 that featured a female-oriented 30-second promotional video
- Magnet sent after the campaign to encourage license purchase
Sales data from entire campaign showed $42,384.50 in sales
- $420 was directly attributed to the tracking links placed in sent emails.
- Remaining sales were tracked by evaluating groups purchasing behavior within Michigan DNR's Retail Sales System.

The following sales percentages were achieved:
A. The control group had 17.5% of its group purchase a license.
B. The email-only group had 18.6% of its group purchase a license.
C. The postcard-only group had 17.4% of its group purchase a license.
D. The email AND postcard group had 19.4% of its group purchase a license.

The groups communicated with did meet the goal of 15% reactivation, however the total movement tracked through this effort was only 2% reactivation.
42% of the 5,000 women who received a magnet purchased a license.

The MI DNR is very encouraged by the actions taken by the target audience of this campaign, and hopes to expand into next year.

Email sent in June 2017 that featured a female-oriented 30-second promotional video

Because MI DNR had to rely on only those resident females that provided their email addresses via the department's Retail Sales System, the number of people that could be communicated with was limited.
- However, the response rate for that’s that received communications exceeded the goal of 15%.
Reactivation activities are critical to encouraging anglers to return to the industry so they keep purchasing fishing licenses.
- Both email and postcard communication resulted in an increase in sales of over 2% when compared to the control group that received no communication. As a result, for future campaign efforts both communication methods will be used.
- The MI DNR is very encouraged by the actions taken by the target audience of this campaign, and hopes to expand into next year.
  - There are less than 200,000 unique female customers (residents) within the MI DNR’s retail sales system
  - The goal for 2018 is to expand the campaign to ALL female, resident customers. In future years, reactivation will be needed in additional to retention of this audience.
- Footnote: the audience in this campaign was comprised of both female anglers and hunters as it offered an opportunity to expand the customer base even more.

This grant program was conducted in 2017. For more information on RBFF’s State R3 Program Grants, please contact Stephanie Hussey at shussey@rbff.org or 703-778-5152.